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ABSTRACT 

A sample of 170 sources from the IRAS Point Source Catalog (PSC) having 

|6| > 40°, 100fj,m flux F4 > 2.5 Jy, and upper limit fluxes at 12, 25 and 60//m was 

studied on POSS and ESO photographic plates. 151 of these sources are identified 

as 'infrared cirrus,' thirteen as galaxies, and one as a planetary nebula; four sources 

lie in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), and the remaining source is Saturn. 

Accurate infrared fluxes were obtained for 29 cirrus sources, the galaxies, and the 

planetary nebula. The colors of the cirrus sources support the hypothesis that the 

radiation is coming from a mixture of large, cool grains and Polycyclic Aromatic 

Hydrocarbons (PAHs), with large variation in relative abundances. Optical colors 

and surface brightness were obtained for one cirrus cloud using data from the CCD 

Transit Instrument on Kitt Peak. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In November 1983, the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) completed an 

unbiased survey of 96% of the sky at wavelengths centered on 12, 25, 60 and 

lOO^m (bands 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively). The 100/mi emission is characterized by 

extended, wispy clouds of 'infrared cirrus,' so named for its similarity in appearance 

to the terrestrial clouds (Low et al., 1984). IRAS skyflux images show detail in 

the cirrus down to arcminute resolution, while arms and rings of cirrus are seen 

to extend over tens of degrees. Earlier optical data had suggested the presence 

of such nebulosities (Sandage, 1976), and the IRAS 100/^m data correlated closely 

with optical emission in many regions (including Sandage, 1976; see also de Vries, 

1985 and de Vries, 1986). 

One result of IRAS data processing is the Point Source Catalog (PSC). Sources 

in the PSC that are point sources '100/um only' (i.e. that are either undetected 

or resolved in the other three bands) should be the coldest objects seen by IRAS. 

For a variety of reasons, many regions of infrared cirrus made their way into the 

PSC as lOO^m only sources. Data at 100 and 12//m indicated that cirrus may be 

composed of both cold (~ 20 - 30 K) and hot (~ 100 - 1000 K) material, a mixture 

of graphite and silicate dust, and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs: Puget 

et al., 1985; de Vries, 1986). However, no systematic study had yet been done to see 

if all cirrus shows a large 12/j,m flux relative to 100/zm. At the outset of this research, 

we expected most 100/im point sources to be compact, isolated regions of cirrus. 
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Such sources would be ideal for study since they would be distinguishable from 

the surrounding medium. In addition, we expected the brightest, most compact 

infrared sources to have the brightest optical counterparts. We therefore selected 

a sample of the brightest 100/zm sources in the PSC for a systematic study of the 

infrared and optical properties of cirrus. 

We began our study using optical images to identify the sources in our sample. 

In the process, we learned that while most of the sources were cirrus, a significant 

fraction (11%) were not. This raised the additional question of whether these non-

cirrus objects (galaxies and a planetary nebula) are extremely cold or managed to 

get into the PSC as 100/mi only sources due to a processing anomaly. 

Inspection of photographic plates and IRAS skyflux images gave us a quali

tative view of the optical and infrared morphology and surface brightness of the 

100/mi sources. We then used ADDSCANS, the one-dimensional IRAS coadded 

data, to obtain true infrared fluxes and size information for 43 sources. Lastly, we 

measured the optical colors of one cirrus cloud using data from the CCD Transit 

Instrument. 

II. AN INFRARED AND OPTICAL SURVEY OF lOO^m SOURCES 

a. Selection Criteria 

Our sample of sources was obtained by searching the IRAS PSC for all sources 

having high quality detections at 100/xm and only upper limit fluxes at 12, 25 and 

60/zm (see Explanatory Supplement, 1984). Because we were interested in isolated 
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cirrus clouds, we limited our sample to sources having Galactic latitude |6| > 40°. 

There are 2512 such sources in the PSC. Because we were interested in the brightest 

sources, we chose a 100/mi flux limit of F4 > 2.5 Jy. Our final sample contained 170 

sources: 128 at southern Galactic latitudes, and 42 at northern latitudes. Fourteen 

of our sources have catalogued associations: 11 with galaxies, two with nebulae, 

and one with a galaxy pair. These data are summarized in Table 1. 

b. Optical and Infrared Identification of Sources 

We began our study with a visual inspection of the Palomar Observatory Sky 

Survey (POSS) and European Southern Sky Observatory (ESO) red (E) and blue 

(O) sensitive photographic plates. Cirrus appears on these plates as diffuse, faint 

nebulosities; regions associated with the IRAS point sources are generally visible 

over diameters ~ 10 - 20 arcminutes. Positive identification of cirrus was found 

for 105 sources. Definite non-cirrus identifications include Saturn, one planetary 

nebula (PK 318+41.1), 12 galaxies and one galaxy pair. All of the sources with 

galaxy associations in the PSC were indeed galaxies; however, one of the galaxies, 

NGC 55, was not listed as an association for its infrared counterpart, IRAS 00120-

3927. Four sources lie in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). As these are not 

Galactic sources, they are not considered further. The remaining 46 sources were 

not identifiable. Only one cirrus source appeared to lie near a bright star. 

We examined our sources on the IRAS sky flux images at all four wavelengths. 

None of the sources appeared in an area completely devoid of cirrus at 100 //m; 
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however, the galaxies, the planetary nebula, Saturn, and the SMC all appeared 

sufficiently different from the cirrus in morphology to warrant their identifications. 

The remaining sources all appeared at 100//m as tight knots within cirrus clouds. 

Generally these sources appeared as fainter and more diffuse, but still distinct, 

condensations at 60/^m. Rarely was a source seen at 12 or 25//m. While the lOO/mi 

cirrus clouds range in size from roughly half a degree to tens of degrees in diameter, 

the 100/^m point sources range from 4 to 10 arc minutes. 

An extraordinary example of cirrus visible on a photographic plate is the 

source IRAS 02356—2959. This cloud, located in Fornax, is both brighter optically 

and more isolated than any of the other sources. The source is shown in Figure la 

(all four IRAS bands: HCON 1, Plate 146) and Figure lb (blue ESO plate). The 

infrared images shown were fiat-fielded, but not destriped, using the IRAS image 

processing package's,' and magnified using IRAF. This source is associated with 

a molecular cloud studied by Keto and Myers (1986), who place it at a distance of 

~ 100 pc. The source covers a ~ 1° x 2° region in Figures la and lb, giving the 

cloud a radius of ~ 1 pc. 

The results of this optical and infrared survey are listed in Table 2. There is 

no apparent relation between the relative brightness of a source on the optical and 

infrared plates. Before drawing conclusions on the wide range of cirrus emission, we 

note that the appearance of a source on a photographic plate may depend on two 

factors other than the absolute brightness of the cirrus. First, the surface brightness 



of optical cirrus is generally near the level of gross fog (background limit) of the 

POSS plates (~ 25 mag arcsec-2). Whether a source appears brighter on an E or O 

plate may depend more on differing background levels of the individual plates than 

the optical colors of the cirrus cloud. In addition, the contrast between a cirrus 

knot and the neighboring cirrus might not be great enough to distinguish the source 

from the surrounding cirrus cloud. The original intent of selecting point sources 

was to avoid this second effect. However, some areas of heavy cirrus contain several 

100/^m only point sources, all of which lie within small (< 1°) regions on the same 

photographic plate (for example, IRAS 00537—0739 and IRAS 00546—0736; IRAS 

02481+0828 and IRAS 02486+0802; IRAS 11573-1024 and IRAS 11578-1025; 

and the sources lying between IRAS 09287+6634 and IRAS 09312+6551). These 

regions show significant variations in infrared and optical properties. We therefore 

predict the optical to infrared flux ratios of cirrus will vary widely between clouds. 

Using the PDS Microdensitometer at Kitt Peak National Observatory, we 

digitized selected POSS images of cirrus regions. We were able to enhance the cirrus 

images, but could not quantify the images without calibrating the photographic 

plates. Several attempts to obtain optical CCD data to calibrate the plates were 

unsuccessful, due to bright skies, terrestrial cirrus, and bad weather. We then began 

a study of optical cirrus using available data from the CCD Transit Instrument 

(CTI) on Kitt Peak (see §111). 
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c. Infrared Fluxes from ADDSCAN Data 

We examined 29 cirrus sources, the 13 galaxies and the planetary nebula in 

more detail using IRAS coadded data and individual detector output. The 29 cirrus 

sources were chosen on the basis of 100//m PSC flux (the 10 brightest sources at 

northern and southern Galactic latitudes each) and for different representative 

combinations of optical vs. infrared appearance (i.e. a source bright at 10Cty4m but 

faint optically, a source bright at 100/Lim and bright optically, etc.). Color-corrected 

fluxes for these sources are listed in Table 3 (see IRAS Explanatory Supplement). 

Figure 2 is the corresponding color-color diagram. While there exists some overlap 

between the colors of 100/xm. only galaxies and cirrus, the cirrus sources generally 

appear to be colder. 

We note that the 100/xm fluxes listed in the PSC are significantly different 

from the fluxes we measured from the coadded data (Figure 3). The PSC fluxes 

are consistently too low, sometimes by as much as 300%. This is most likely due to 

errors in point source template fitting: the cirrus sources are not true point sources, 

but point source templates were often fit just to the peak of the source, making 

the corresponding backgound level too high. This is shown in Figure 4, which 

shows an attempted point source template fit to a resolved 100/mi cirrus knot. 

The deficiency in lOO^tm point source template fitting is further demonstrated by 

the fact that Saturn appears as a 100/zm only point source. Moreover, the ranking 

of sources by PSC 100/im fluxes is not very meaningful. While we do not know 



the relation between true and PSC 100/zm flux for sources with PSC fluxes fainter 

than 2.5 Jy, it is clear that selecting the brightest PSC sources may not have given 

us the brightest lOO^m sources. 

All of the 13 galaxies in our sample are spirals; type and catalog numbers are 

given in Table 4. Figure 5 is a color-color diagram showing these galaxies and the 

flux-limited sample of galaxies studied by Smith et al. (1987). The 100/im galaxies 

are a different class of galaxies from the Smith et al. galaxies, which were selected 

for 60//m flux F3 > 2 Jy. The 100/^m galaxy colors may be indicative of greater 

levels of cirrus or lower star formation rates than are typical (see Cox, Kriigel, 

and Mezger, 1986). We searched the PSC for all sources having associations with 

galaxies, |6| > 40°, F4 > 2.5 Jy, and high quality detections at both 60 and 100//m. 

The 100/60-/im colors of these 1564 galaxies and the 13 lOOjum only galaxies are 

shown in a histogram in Figure 6. We see that while the 100/xm galaxies generally 

lie on the cold end of the color distribution, they are not the coldest galaxies 

detected by IRAS. Of the 13 100/mi only galaxies, ADDSCAN data show 10 are 

resolved at 100/^m. One galaxy is a point source both at 60 and 100/^m. We find 

only two of the galaxies are actually point sources only at 100/zm. We attribute the 

presence in our sample of the other galaxies to a point source processing anomaly. 

The planetary nebula is a 100/^m point source, resolved at 25 and 60/xm. Its color 

is consistent with the colder colors of a sample of IRAS planetary nebulae studied 

by Pottasch et al. (1984). 
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Figure 7a shows B„ vs. A for the 11 cirrus sources having measurable fluxes at 

both 12 and 25//m, normalized to 100/xm. Figure 7b shows the B„ vs. A for the 18 

other cirrus sources only for A = 60 and 100/rni. The 60/ lOO-yxm. color temperatures 

appear relatively constant, ranging between ~ 20 - 30 K. Assuming the cold dust 

is a mixture of graphite and silicate grains, which have emissivities proportional to 

A-2 and A-1 respectively, we derived physical temperatures from the 60/100-/xm 

color temperature assuming an emissivity proportional to A-1,5 (Low et al., 1984). 

These temperatures are listed in Table 5; unless otherwise indicated, formal errors 

are ±2 K. The 12 and 25^m fluxes show a much hotter and wider range of color 

temperatures, with 12/100-/zm color temperatures ranging from 80 to 130 K. 

d. Spatial Distribution of Cirrus 

Another startling discovery of IRAS, in addition to the cirrus, was the dust 

shell around a Lyr, having a radius of ~ 85 AU (Aumann et al., 1984). There are 

significantly more 100/xm only sources at southern Galactic latitudes than northern 

latitudes (see Table 1). Moreover, the average 100//m flux of the 10 brightest 

southern sources (based on admittedly uncertain PSC ranking), 7.52 ± 0.20 Jy, is 

more than 1.5 times brighter than the average flux of the 10 brightest northern 

sources, 4.95 ± 0.20 Jy. This information is suggestive of a possible distribution 

of cirrus sources within the solar system. Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution 

of all 100/xm sources having no catalogued associations in the PSC. No unusually 

high concentration of sources is apparent in any plane other than the Galactic disk, 
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although a very clumpy distribution of sources is visible in a plane offset 1.6 hours 

and tilted 22.5 degrees from the ecliptic (indicated by dashed line). Statistical 

tests found this distribution to be insignificant. Furthermore, in 1984, Mark Sykes 

conducted a search for parallax in cirrus at both 60 and 100/^m. Comparing skyflux 

images between the first set of observations and the third set six months later 

(HCONS 1 and 3), in regions clustered about the ecliptic, he examined 80% of 

the sky. Only two parallax candidates were found, and their apparent motions 

were later revealed to be artifacts of variations in scan direction and detector 

sensitivity. This null result places the cirrus at a minimum distance of ~ 3450 

AU. We therefore conclude that an association between cirrus and the solar system 

is unlikely. Weiland et al. (1986) demonstrated a close correlation between CO 

emission in high latitude molecular clouds and infrared cirrus, thereby placing 

distances on some cirrus clouds of ~ 100 pc. 

e. Discussion 

The 60/l00-/xm temperatures are consistent with temperatures expected for 

a mixture of graphite and silicate grains (ranging in size from a = .005//m to a = 

.25/Ltm, with a size distribution f(a) cx a-3-5da) radiating thermally in the inter

stellar radiation field (Mezger et al., 1987). The range in physical temperatures 

suggests varying ratios of graphite to silicate grains. The 12 and 25/zm emission, 

however, is too high for such thermal emission. Only one cirrus source was seen 

to lie near a star, a possible heating source, on the POSS plates, and this ap
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parent proximity indicates nothing about the actual distance of the star to the 

cirrus cloud. In order to explain anomalously high 3.8jum surface brightnesses in 

some reflection nebulae, Sellgren (1984) applied a transient heating mechanism 

previously discussed by Duley (1973a,b), Greenberg and Hong (1974), and Pur-

cell (1976). Very small grains can suffer large temperature fluctuations following 

absorption of UV photons to temperatures significantly above their equilibrium val

ues. Grains made up of roughly 70 - 90 molecules, having sizes of ~9 A(silicates) 

and 6 A (graphites), may account for small grain temperature fluctuations of as 

much as 1000 K. A population of small, hot grains in addition to thermally radiat

ing large, cool grains could explain the near infrared emission of the cirrus sources. 

Leger and Puget (1984) have shown that these very small grains may be Poly-

cyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs), based on spectral features and sublimation 

temperatures. The ratio of cirrus emission at 12 and (to a lesser extent) 25//m to 

100/xm would depend on the relative amount of PAHs in each cirrus cloud. The 

wide variation in 25/mi behaviour (see Figures 7a and 7b) may be suggestive of an 

additional dust component. 

III. OPTICAL COLORS OF CIRRUS USING CTI 

Because optical observations on Kitt Peak and Mt. Bigelow proved unsuccess

ful, we turned to data from the CCD Transit Instrument (CTI) to obtain optical 

colors for cirrus. CTI is a 1.8m, f/2.2 telescope on Kitt Peak, permanently fixed at 

+28° declination. The two charge-coupled devices (CCDs) operate in a time delay 



and integrate mode, with a total integration time of about one minute as the image 

of an object transits the focal plane on the detector. The CTI data strip is 8.26 

arcminutes wide, thus in a year the instrument covers almost 44 square degrees of 

sky. While a V filter is used in front of one of the detectors every clear night, use 

of U, B, R and I filters on the second CCD varies, depending on sky brightness 

(McGraw et al., 1986). 

The CTI data analysis includes background filtering. The CTI strip is divided 

into five overlapping substrips, each 106 pixels wide (2'49"). A background file is 

built by median filtering with a 106 x 106 pixel box, shifting one column east for 

each new data point. Each median value is assigned a weight, so that background 

affected by the presence of bright objects is weighted less than 'true' background 

(Cawson et al., 1986). When these median-filtered background files are coadded, 

only every 53rd pixel is used, thus the north-south resolution is the same as the 

east-west resolution. The resulting resolution of the background median file roughly 

corresponds to a one pixel wide strip on the 100/xm IRAS sky flux images. 

Our goal was to coadd several nights' worth of CTI data at B, V and R and 

compare the resulting background strips to the corresponding strips on destriped, 

fiat-fielded IRAS skyflux images. The virtues of using CTI to study cirrus include 

the unbiased nature of the CTI strip; multiple nights of data; and the opportunity 

to look for optical cirrus that may (or may not) correspond to infrared features. 

Because none of the IRAS point sources in our sample lay in the CTI strip, we 



selected regions for study by choosing areas on the 100/^m images within the CTI 

strip that showed the greatest contrast between cirrus and non-cirrus regions. Such 

edges should be easier to pick out in the CTI data than regions having bright cirrus 

but relatively constant surface brightness. 

We decided to concentrate on the region a = 23fe33m to a = 23,l42m using 

the first, third and fifth median strips (centered on 27°58', 28°00', and 28°02' 

declination), at Galactic latitude b a —32°. We chose this region because it had the 

most nights of CTI data readily available: 7 nights of V data and two nights each of 

B and R data. Before coadding the data, we filtered out the lowest frequency trends 

in the background, attributing these primarily to moon brightness, terrestrial cirrus 

and low frequency atmospheric variations. Filtering methods used included Wiener 

filtering (least subjective) or subtraction of a fitted low order polynomial curve 

(most subjective). In three nights of V data, the source lay close enough to the 

beginning or end of the data file to cast appreciable doubt on the background 

filtering method, leaving us with four nights of V data. After the background 

files were added together, we used the 50 peaks in the coadded files to point out 

features in the pixel data that might be attributed to cirrus. Unfortunately, all but 

two of the features could be attributed to stars or star trails that resulted as the 

data was transferred off the CCD detector. We therefore conclude that this was a 

very ineffective use of CTI background files. In retrospect, it would have been more 

advantageous to concentrate on a region with fewer stars, further from the Galactic 



disk. The remaining two peaks in the coadded data pointed to a cirrus feature in 

the pixel data, roughly 3 arcminutes in diameter, located near a = 23h36m. This 

cloud appears in each of the B, V and R pixel files, and lies in an area of heavy 

cirrus on the 100/mi image. Moreover, comparison with a POSS plate showed this 

source to lie in a region of heavy cirrus, although this particular feature does not 

stand out. This cloud lies near, although not within, two Lynds Bright Nebulae. 

We converted each night of CTI pixel data to an IRAF image, covering the 

range a = 23,l35m00a to a = 23,l36m15a. We constructed a linear fit to the 

background of each file and subtracted it from the data to account for background 

trends such as those listed above. The individual images were then coadded and 

median-filtered with a 45 x 45 pixel box to smooth the images and remove stars. 

The zero-level background was determined two ways using the unfiltered, coadded 

data. First, we used the pixel value found most often over the entire image, covering 

~ 155 square arminutes (Bl, VI and Rl); second, we used the average of the three 

most frequently found pixel values in three different regions of 'sky' (or minimum 

cirrus) near the cirrus cloud, covering a total of ~ 28 square arcminutes (B2, V2 and 

R2). The images were then cropped from a — 23ft35m42.58 to a = 23/l36"l05.9s 

and 6 = 27°57'24.2" to 6 = 28°00'27.5" (1987.5). Figure 9a shows the unfiltered 

CTI data and the corresponding 100/mi skyflux image (Plate 047, HCON 1). 

We chose five regions within the final images to compare, shown over the CTI 

coadded R pixel data in Figure 9b. The mean and standard deviation of B, V and 



R magnitudes within each region and the average IRAS fluxes are listed in Table 

6. Optical magnitudes are ~ 25 mag arcsec-2, near the level of gross fog on the 

POSS plates. The two methods for determining CTI background levels resulted 

in magnitude differences of about 0.2 mag arcsec-2. Figure 10 shows the infrared 

and optical spectrum of this region. 

The colors appear red (B-V c* .85 mag arcsec-2, V-R .54 mag arcsec-2) 

and relatively constant over the CTI cirrus cloud. The 60 and lOO^m fluxes for 

this source were obtained directly from the IRAS skyflux images by integrating 

the total flux in this region and subtracting flux from neighboring regions of 'sky.' 

While one might expect the optical color of cirrus to be blue, due to reflected light, 

our results indicate at least some cirrus is red. Guhathakurta and Tyson (1989) 

have also found red optical colors for four cirrus clouds, and have eliminated Ha 

emission as a possible cause. In light of the infrared emission of the 29 cirrus sources 

discussed earlier, the red optical colors may offer more support for a population of 

small fluorescing grains. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

A search of the IRAS PSC for bright, high latitude 100//m only sources (F4 > 

2.5 Jy, |6| > 40°) found 170 sources, of which 13 were galaxies and 151 were knots 

in infrared cirrus clouds. The galaxies are among the coldest detected by IRAS. 

Despite the fact that only two are truly point sources only at 100/xm (i.e. they 

are resolved or undetected at 12, 25, and 60//m), and all have measurable 60/mi 
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fluxes, they are significantly cooler than PSC galaxies with bright, high quality 

60/^m detections. 

Contrary to expectations, infrared cirrus shows extremely wide variation in 

its optical properties. While varied background levels between different POSS 

and ESO photographic plates may complicate this issue, contrast in the optical 

appearance of neighboring cirrus condensations on single photographic plates sup

ports this conclusion. Furthermore, accurate fluxes for 29 cirrus sources obtained 

from ADDSCAN data show no systematic trend in 12/25-/^m and 12/60-^m ratios. 

While a three component dust model (graphite, silicates, and PAHs) can account 

for the cold 60/l00-/zm and hot 12/100-//m color temperatures, the complex vari

ation in 25/100-/mi temperatures strongly suggest yet another dust component. 

Preliminary optical data for one cirrus cloud observed by CTI shows strong 

R-band flux relative to B. This red 'excess' suggests the presence of small, possibly 

fluorescing grains. Clouds with the reddest optical colors should have the highest 

relative abundance of small grains; further work with CTI can determine whether 

or not there is a correlation between 'excess' emission at R and 12//m flux. CTI data 

can also provide information on the spatial distribution of cirrus, and variations 

within single cirrus clouds. Moreover, a reverse study comparing the infrared 

counterparts of optically selected cirrus clouds would lead to a better understanding 

of the nature of the dust. 
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Table 1: Properties of 100/im Source Sample 

Total number of 100/xm sources 33157 
6 > 0° 14869 
6 < 0° 18288 

Number of sources in sample 170 
b > 40° 42 
6 < -40° 128 

Number of cirrus sources 151 
galaxies 13 
sources in SMC 4 
planetary nebulae 1 
planets 1 



Table 2: Infrared and Optical Identification of Sources 

IRAS Name F100 F60 F25 F12 E O 

00013+1249 k+ k — C+ c 
00041-0017 k k — — FC FC:: 
00115-2327 G G — G? G G 
00120-3927 G G G G G G 
00124-0039 k+ K — — — FC 
00126-0038 k+ K — — — FC 
00138+0939 K+ K — — FC FC 
00139+0853 K+ K+ — — FC FC 
00142+0902 K+ K — — FC — 

00143+0939 K+ K — — FC FC 

00148+0908 K+ K — — FC # 
00154+0914 k+ k+ — — — 

00269+1030 k k — — BC BC 
00274+1030 k k — — BC BC 
00290+1731 K K — — — — 

00346+1821 k K- — — C:: C 
00371+0946 K+ K+ — — FC FC 
00373+0947 k+ K+ — — FC FC 
00383+1736 k K — — C C 
00446-2101 G G — — G G 

00493-0736 K C — — FC — 

00522-7305 SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC 
00523-3756 G G G G G G 
00531-2425 k? K? — — G? G? 
00535-7254 SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC 
00537-0739 k K — — FC FC 
00546-0736 k K — — BC C 
00547-0044 k K — — — — 

01000-7203 SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC 
01014+1526 k K — — BC BC 

01027-7207 SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC SMC 
01044-0635 k+ k — — FC FC 
01081-0606 k+ K — — — — 

01115+1412 k K — — C C:: 
01115-0128 k k — — — — 

01119-0128 k k — — — — 

01137-0317 k K — — FC FC 
01160-0436 k K — — C C 
01210+1706 k K — — BC:: BC 
01262+1705 k K — — BC BC:: 

01267+1708 k K — — C C 
01305-0733 G G G — G G 
01385+1604 k- k- — k-? FC # 
01454+1011 k K — — BC:: BC 
01554+1042 k K — — BC:: BC 
01588+0729 k+ k — — BC BC 
02030+1124 k k- — — C C 
02041+1112 k+ K+ — — FC:: FC 
02097+1044 k K — — FC:: FC 
02168+1201 K k — k-? C C 
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Table 2: Infrared and Optical Identification of Sources 

IRAS Name F100 F60 F25 F12 E o 
02204+1105 k K+ — — c c 
02208+1121 k K+ — — c c 
02271+1018 k k — — c c 
02297+0717 k+ k+ — — c c 
02309+0839 K C — — c C:: 
02315+1137 k K — — c C 
02318+1139 k K — — FC FC:: 
02350-2959 K+ K+ K- K- BC BC:: 
02363+0814 k k — — C C 
02373+0819 k K — — C C 

02385+0958 k k — — FC FC 
02387+1003 k+ k+ — — FC FC:: 
02388+0930 k K — — FC FC:: 
02406+0628 k k — — C C 
02408+0611 k k — — FC FC:: 
02410+0635 k K — — — FC 
02411+1104 k K — — BC BC 
02433-6918 k k k? k — BC 
02434+0739 k- k — — — — 

02450+0928 k- C — — BC BC 

02451+0938 k C — — BC:: BC 
02459+1046 k k — — BC BC 
02464+1049 k k — — BC BC 
02481+0511 k K — — C C:: 
02481+0828 k K- — — BC:: BC 
02486+0802 k C — — BC BC:: 
02487+1244 k k- — — BC BC 
02500+0550 k K — — FC — 

02501+1124 k K — — BC BC 
02514+1245 k C — — BC BC 

02539+0805 k C — — BC BC:: 
02539+0939 k k — — BC BC 
02554+1202 k K — — BC BC 
02562+0750 k- K — — C C 
02564+0722 k K — — BC FC 
02568+0925 k- C — — FC — 

02582+0818 k- C — — C C 
03001+0841 k- k — — C c 
03039+0733 k+ k — — C FC 
03043+0812 k- C — C-? C C 

03046+0707 k+ k+ — — — — 

03047+0739 k k — c? C c 
03055+0920 k C — c? — — 

03058+0813 k- k — c? — —> 

03074+0744 k+ k — — — — 

03077+0814 k+ k — c — — 

03084+0827 k k — c — — 

03096+0800 k k — c — — 

03147-0824 k+ K — — c — 

03271-1500 k+ k — — FC — 



Table 2: Infrared and Optical Identification of Sources 

IRAS Name F100 F60 F25 F12 E O 

03291-3347 G G .— G G 
03343-0110 k k — FC FC 
03396-1709 k+ k — C — 

03404-1708 k+ k — C — 

03452-6417 K+ k — * * 

04361-2943 2k 2k k- k- G G 
09287+6634 K k — BC BC:: 
09289+6621 k+ K — BC:: BC 
09302+6624 k+ k — BC:: BC 
09312+6551 K K — BC:: BC 

09346+6643 K k — C C 
09388+1401 K K K- FC? — 

09461+6820 k K C C C 
10043+7048 k k C BC BC 
10145+0133 k K — C C 
10281+7340 K+ K C C:: C 
10361+4156 G&C G&C — G G 
10373+7336 k+ k G BC:: BC 
10410+7329 k+ k k BC BC 
11074+0044 k K+ — 

— — 

11266-0420 k k — FC FC:: 
11298+5320 G G — G G 
11300-0357 k+ k K—? — — — 

11467-0814 K+ K — — FC FC 
11506-0946 K K- — — FC FC 
11573-1024 K K — — FC — 

11578-1025 K K — — BC BC 
12050-0847 k+ K — — — — 

12133+1325 G&C G G- — G G 
12144-0821 K+ K — — 

— — 

12150+3804 G&C G&C — — G G 
12167-1711 k K- — — # BC 
12174-0856 k K — — 

# 
— 

13141-2018 k k- — — FC C 
13251+1623 K+ K — — FC FC 
13266+3308 Star&C? k — Star? Star? Star&C? 
13348-1033 k K — — — — 

13379-1937 k+ k+ k — * PN 
13409-0757 k K — — # # 
13528-1518 k K — — 

14050-1752 k K — C C 
14103-0203 K+ k — — — — 

14131-1812 k+ K — — — — 

14291-1559 k K — — — — 

14293-1559 k K — — FC:: FC 
15299-0326 K+ K — — — — 

15547+0534 k k — — BC BC 
21191-3157 k+ k — — C C 
21273-3437 k k — — — — 

22036-0342 k+ k — — BC BC 



Table 2; Infrared and Optical Identification of Sources 

IRAS Name F100 F60 F25 E12 E O 

22067-0336 k+ k C c 
22068-0355 k+ k — C c 
22090-0039 k+ k — C c 
22481+1152 k k — C c 
22483+1153 k+ K — C c 
22512+0208 k+ k — BC BC 
22521+1034 k+ K — C C:: 
22541-3736 G G G G G 
22547+1157 K+ K — BC BC 
23019-0729 k k — 

— — 

23058+1546 k+ k — — — 

23246+0733 k+ k+ k? c C 
23388+0832 K+ K — BC BC 
23401+0910 k k — BC BC 
23410+0839 K+ K+ — BC:: BC 
23440+0735 k+ K — C C 
23441+1949 k K — C C:: 
23446-7202 K+ K+ — BC BC:: 
23459+1748 k k — FC C 
k = Tight cirrus knot (angular size < 64 square arc minutes) 
K = Diffuse cirrus knot (angular size > 64 square arc minutes) 

C = Cirrus present 
— = Cirrus not apparent 
G = Galaxy 
PN = Planetary Nebula 
SMC = Source in Small Magellanic Cloud 

+ = Bright (Infrared) 
— = Faint (Infrared) 
B = Bright (Optical) 
F = Faint (Optical) 

* = Photographic plate unavailable 
:: = Cirrus appears brighter on this photographic plate 
= f f  = Defects in photographic plate 
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Table 3: Addscan Fluxes for Selected 100/im Sources 

IRAS Name (Jy) Fs (Jy) F2 (Jy) Fi (Jy) 

Planetary Nebula 
13379-1938 15.21 ± 00.40 08.01 ± 00.22 02.99 ± 00.17 00.11 ± 00.04 
Galaxies 
00120-3927 22.42 ± 00.62 11.43 ± 00.32 00.71 ± 00.15 00.26 ± 00.13 
00523-3756 20.74 ± 00.58 02.67 ± 00.71 00.58 ± 00.07 00.18 ± 00.04 
00446-2101 11.67 ± 00.32 01.71 ± 00.05 00.49 ± 00.12 00.23 ± 00.05 
12133+1325 09.53 ± 00.30 01.25 ± 00.19 — 00.26 ± 00.06 
04361-2943 05.64 ± 00.44 01.08 ± 00.09 01.59 ± 00.30 00.16 ± 00.06 
12150+3804 04.97 ± 00.40 00.57 ± 00.10 00.56 ± 00.20 00.27 ± 00.09 
03291-3347 04.70 ± 00.22 00.48 ± 00.03 00.28 ± 00.11 00.18 ± 00.02 
00115-2327 04.48 ± 00.21 00.87 ± 00.05 00.21 ± 00.07 00.16 ± 00.05 
00531-2425 04.43 ± 00.14 01.85 ± 00.06 00.31 ± 00.06 00.22 ± 00.11 
22541-3736 04.00 ± 00.13 00.76 ± 00.05 00.31 ± 00.05 00.18 ± 00.06 
10361+4156 03.72 ± 00.30 01.01 ± 00.08 00.31 ± 00.08 00.47 ± 00.20 
11298+5320 03.25 ± 00.27 00.68 ± 00.06 00.25 ± 00.08 00.21 ± 00.03 
01305-0733 03.16 ± 00.22 00.64 ± 00.06 00.29 ± 00.05 00.24 ± 00.08 
Cirrus Sources 
00373+0947 14.79 ± 00.73 00.76 ± 00.03 — — 

03084+0827 13.98 ± 00.90 01.27 ± 00.10 00.33 ± 00.09 00.20 ± 00.04 
00154+0914 12.54 ± 01.34 01.08 ± 00.08 00.91 ± 00.45 — 

23410+0839 11.62 00.50 00.94 ± 00.03 00.54 ± 00.11 00.19 ± 00.08 
23446-7202 11.60 ± 00.41 00.60 ± 00.04 00.16 ± 00.04 00.22 ± 00.07 
21191-3157 10.62 ± 00.31 00.95 ± 00.03 00.45 ± 00.07 00.66 ± 00.22 
00269+1030 09.03 ± 00.56 00.53 ± 00.04 00.45 ± 00.12 00.13 ± 00.05 
02387+1003 08.97 ± 00.72 00.40 ± 00.08 — — 

02356-2959 08.23 ± 00.20 00.69 ± 00.04 00.35 ± 00.12 00.16 ± 00.13 
01554+1042 07.19 00.47 00.23 ± 00.03 00.54 ± 00.10 00.08 ± 00.02 
02309+0839 06.97 ± 00.23 00.87 ± 00.03 — — 

15299-0326 06.34 ± 00.50 00.41 ± 00.10 — — 

00371+0946 06.31 ± 00.50 00.18 ± 00.05 — — 

02318+1139 06.16 ± 00.49 00.51 ± 00.08 — — 

09302+6624 06.16 ± 01.04 00.24 ± 00.06 — — 

03074+0744 06.11 ± 00.99 00.33 ± 00.08 01.05 ± 00.38 — 

01044-0635 05.85 ± 00.75 00.65 ± 00.14 00.23 ± 00.11 — 

10373+7336 05.84 ± 00.61 00.43 ± 00.04 01.03 ± 00.38 00.12 ± 00.05 
01267+1708 05.49 ± 00.43 00.29 ± 00.04 00.26 ± 00.07 — 

03077+0814 05.34 ± 00.43 00.35 ± 00.06 00.31 ± 00.08 — 

11467-0814 05.14 ± 00.42 00.43 ± 00.12 00.24 ± 00.14 — 

11266-0420 04.92 ± 00.41 00.46 ± 00.09 — — 

03043+0812 04.59 ± 00.59 00.20 ± 00.04 — — 

09289+6621 04.35 ± 01.10 00.14 ± 00.06 — — 

11573-1024 04.39 ± 00.35 00.40 ± 00.06 00.63 ± 00.20 00.29 ± 00.07 
13528-1518 04.39 ± 00.37 00.49 ± 00.06 00.34 ± 00.13 00.39 ± 00.19 
15547+0534 04.38 ± 00.35 00.53 ± 00.04 00.20 ± 00.05 — 

03001+0841 03.98 ± 00.53 00.61 ± 00.13 00.39 ± 00.19 o
 

o
 

H*
 

O
 

If
 

00.04 
09312+6551 03.58 ± 00.57 00.24 ± 00.06 — — 
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Table 4: 100/um Galaxies 

IRAS Name Catalog Type 

00120-3927 NGC0055 Sc 
00115-2327 NGC0045 Scd(s)m 
00440-2101 NGC0247 Sc(s)ni-iv 
00523-3750 NGC0300 Sell.8 
00531-2425 MGC—04—03—032 Flat 

MGC—04—03—033 Flat 
01305-0733 NGCO0OO S 
03291-3347 NGC1350 Sa(r) 
04361-2943 MGC—5—12—001 Lense 
10301+4150 NGC3319 SBc(s)II.4 
11298+5320 NGCS718 S pec 
12133+1325 NGC4210 Sb(s) 
12150+8804 NGC4244 Scd 
22541-3730 NGC7418 SBbc(rs)II-IH 
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Table 5: Color and Physical Temperatures for 29 Cirrus Sources 

IRAS Name Addscan F4 (Jy) PSC F4 (Jy) Tc(K) TP (K) 

Southern Galactic Latitudes 
00373+0947 14.79 ± 00.73 4.93 21 18 
03084+0827 13.98 ± 00.90 3.01 24 20 
00154+0914 12.54 ± 01.34 3.66 24 20 
23410+0839 11.62 ± 00.50 4.75 24 20 
23446-7202 11.60 ± 00.41 3.13 21 18 
21191-3157 10.62 ± 00.31 3.83 24 20 
00269+1030 09.03 ± 00.56 3.05 22 19 
02387+1003 08.97 ± 00.72 6.01 21 18 
02356-2959 08.23 ± 00.20 2.53 24 20 
01554+1042 07.19 ± 00.47 3.34 19 17 
02309+0839 06.97 ± 00.23 2.66 27 22 
00371+0946 06.31 ± 00.50 4.77 19 16 
02318+1139 06.16 ± 00.49 4.89 24 20 
03074+0744 06.11 ± 00.99 4.06 22 18 
01044-0635 05.85 ± 00.75 4.15 26 21 
01267+1708 05.49 ± 00.43 4.15 21 18 
03077+0814 05.34 ± 00.43 4.80 23 19 
03043+0812 04.59 ± 00.59 3.99 21 18 
03001+0841 03.98 ± 00.53 2.62 28 23 
Northern Galactic Latitudes 
15299-0326 06.34 ± 00.50 3.55 22 19 
09302+6624 06.16 ± 01.04 3.82 20 17 
10373+7336 05.84 ± 00.61 5.20 23 20 
11467-0814 05.14 ± 00.42 3.21 24 20 
11266-0420 04.92 ± 00.41 3.16 25 21 
09289+6621 04.35 ± 01.10 3.18 24 20 
11573-1024 04.39 ± 00.35 3.43 26 21 
13528-1518 04.39 ± 00.37 3.11 26 22 
15547+0534 04.38 ± 00.35 3.69 19 ± 3 17 ± 3 
09312+6551 03.58 ± 00.57 3.12 23 19 
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Table 6: a. Optical Magnitudes for CTI Cirrus Cloud (mag arcsec 2) 

Color Region A Region B Region C Region D Region E 

B1 
VI 
R1 

25.51 ± .10 
24.70 ± .12 
24.01 ± .08 

25.56 ± .09 
24.78 ± .10 
24.06 ± .08 

25.36 ± .07 
24.81 ± .11 
24.03 ± .05 

25.48 ± .10 
24.91 ± .07 
24.19 ± .07 

25.54 ± .05 
24.90 ± .03 
24.22 ± .03 

B2 
V2 
R2 

25.65 ± .11 
24.53 ± .10 
24.15 ± .09 

25.72 ± .09 
24.60 ± .08 
24.22 ± .09 

25.50 ± .08 
24.62 ± .09 
24.18 ± .06 

25.63 ± .11 
24.70 ± .06 
24.36 ± .08 

25.69 ± .05 
24.69 ± .03 
24.40 ± .04 

Bl-Vl 
Vl-Rl 

.81 ± .16 

.69 ± .14 
.78 ± .13 
.72 ± .13 

.65 ± .13 

.78 ± .12 
.57 ± .12 
.72 ± .10 

.64 ± .06 

.68 ± .04 

B2-V2 
V2-R2 

1.12 ± .15 
.38 ± .13 

1.12 ± .12 
.38 ± .12 

.88 ± .12 

.44 ± .11 
.93 ± .13 
.34 ± .10 

1.00 ± .06 
.29 ± .05 

Table 6: b. Optical Fluxes for CTI Cirrus Cloud ( x 10 7 Jy arcsec-2) 

Color Region A Region B Region C Region D Region E 

B1 
VI 
R1 

2.78 ± .27 
5.02 ± .60 
7.49 ± .57 

2.65 ± .23 
4.67 ± .45 
7.15 ± .55 

3.19 ± .21 
4.54 ± .48 
7.35 ± .35 

2.85 ± .28 
4.14 ± .27 
6.35 ± .42 

2.70 ± .13 
4.18 ± .11 
6.17 ± .18 

B2 
V2 
R2 

2.44 ± .26 
5.87 ± .57 
6.59 ± .56 

2.29 ± .20 
5.51 ± .42 
6.17 ± .54 

2.80 ± .22 
5.41 ± .46 
6.41 ± .36 

2.49 ± .26 
5.02 ± .29 
5.43 ± .63 

2.35 ± .11 
5.07 ± .14 
5.23 ± .20 

Table 6: c. Infrared Fluxes for CTI Cirrus Cloud ( x 10" "6 Jy arcsec-2) 

Wavelength (/im) Flux 

100 
60 
25 
12 

51.7 ± 5.2 
7.1 ± 0.7 
< 3.0 
8.0 ± 0.8 



APPENDIX B: FIGURES 



Figure la: Bright infrared cirrus cloud in Fornax, seen at 12, 25, 60, and 100/^m. 
This source lies at a = 2h36m, 6 = -29°59' (1950.0), and covers roughly 2 square 
degrees of sky. Page 34 is a black and white copy of page 33. 
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Figure lb: Bright optical cirrus cloud in Fornax, seen on Blue ESO photographic 
plate. This source lies at a = 2ft36m, 6 = -29°59' (1950.0), and covers roughly 
2 square degrees of sky. There is an obvious correlation between the optical and 
infrared (Figure la) images. Page 37 is a black and white copy of page 36. 
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Figure 2: Color-color diagram of selected sources that appear in the IRAS PSC 
at 100/zm only. The solid line indicates blackbody temperatures. Only 31 of the 
43 sources for which we obtained ADDSCANS had measurable fluxes at each 25, 
60, and lOO/tim. 
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Figure 3: Color-corrected lOOjum fluxes, measured from IRAS ADDSCAN data 
and individual detector output, compared to 100/im fluxes listed in the PSC. The 
straight line indicates a one to one correlation. 
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Figure 4: Example of 100/zm ADDSCAN data for the source IRAS 01554+1042. 
Distance (abscissa) is in units of arcminutes, while F„ (ordinate) is in units~2172of 
W m-2. The top two plots are individual detector output. The center plot is 
coadded data, shown over 140 arcminutes; the bottom plot is medianed coadded 
data over a much smaller range, 32 arcminutes. The point source template is 
fitted to the bottom plot and shows both that this source is not a very good 
point source and the background level for the template fit is too high. 
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Figure 5: 100//m galaxies and galaxies from a flux-limited sample of IRAS galax
ies studied by Smith et al. The solid line indicates blackbody temperatures. The 
100/xm galaxies may be showing higher levels of cirrus or lower star formation 
rates than are typical. 
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Figure 6: The distribution of 100/60-jum flux ratios for all PSC sources associated 
with galaxies and having high quality detections at both 60 and 100/mi, lOO^m 
flux F4 > 2.5 Jy, and |6| > 40°. The 100/60-/zm colors (from ADDSCAN fluxes) 
of the 13 100/xm only galaxies are indicated by the dotted line histogram. 
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Figure 7a: B„ vs. A for eleven cirrus sources, normalized to at 100/an. The 
dotted lines indicate blackbody curves for 20, 30, 50, 80 and 130 K. Average 
errorbars for 12, 25 and 60/xm fluxes are shown in the lower right corner of the 
diagram. 
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Figure 7b: B„ vs. A for eighteen cirrus sources lacking fluxes at 12 and/or 25/im, 
normalized to B„ at 100/mi. The dotted lines indicate blackbody curves for 20 
and 30 K. The average errorbar for 60/^m fluxes is shown in the lower right corner 
of the diagram. 
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Figure 8: All 100/mi only sources having no catalogued associations in the IRAS 
PSC, plotted in equatorial coordinates. The dashed line refers to a plane offset 
lft36m East and tilted 22.5° North of the Ecliptic. 



Figure 9a: The "CTI cirrus cloud" at 100/im and in coadded B, V, and R CTI 
data. The lOO^tm image is 3.64 x 3.64 square degrees, while the CTI images are 
3.055 x 5.85 square arcminutes. The CTI cloud corresponds to the bright (white) 
knot at the center of the 100/zm image and is scaled to the 100/rni image by the 
box shown above the lOOjum image. The CTI data strip runs vertically through 
the center of the lOO/nm image and has a width equal to the width of the box. 
Page 48 is a black and white copy of page 47. 







Figure 9b: An expanded image of the CTI R data shown in Figure 9a, showing 
regions from which CTI magnitudes were obtained (see Table 6). Page 51 is a 
black and white copy of page 50. 
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Figure 10: The infrared and optical spectrum of the CTI cirrus cloud, normalized 
to 100/zm flux. Shown are B (.44/zm), V (.55/mi), R (.70/itm), and 12, 25, 60, and 
100/zm. Blackbody curves are indicated by dotted lines. Optical fluxes shown are 
averages, based on the two different methods for determining background levels. 
The 25//m flux is an upper limit. 
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